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Abstract: The 2020 Force Structure Plan (FSP) sets out adjustments to Defence capability investments and will 
provide options to deliver the new strategic objectives outlined in the 2020 Defence Strategic Update1. This plan is 
developed and reviewed within a four year Defence Capability Assessment Program (DCAP) cycle. The first two 
years of the cycle delivers an update to Defence on force structure in response to changes in strategic circumstances 
and policy, while the full cycle delivers a revised FSP. Defence Science & Technology Group (DSTG) have proposed 
an evaluation approach by integrating various methodologies: Bayesian network (BN), multi-criteria decision 
making (MCDM), Monte-Carlo simulation with parallel computing and multi-objective evolutionary algorithms 
(MOEA). By working with Force Design Division (FDD) (within the Vice Chief of the Defence Force (VCDF) 
Executive), who are responsible for delivering the FSP, we have developed a Bayesian Reasoning Value Model (BRVM) 
and a tool for managing and analysing data collected from subject matter experts (SMEs). An evaluation of Defence 
capability options is then conducted via this Bayesian Network Analysis Tool for Force Structure Plan (BNAT-FSP).
Interactions among the force structure components (Defence element, force package, operational effect and mission) 
are defined by logical or physical links which complicate the evaluation of the dependability of these force structure 
models. In addition, the different operational scenarios and threats present a challenge to decision makers (DMs) in 
providing a clear answer to the problem of determining the value of proposed capability options. BN is employed to 
establish a qualitative and quantitative representation of the relations between the variables of the model considered and 
calculate standard values of uncertain capabilities (e.g. mission success, operation/force effectiveness, e tc). MCDM 
is designed to combine the influence of multiple BN models built from different scenarios/missions. With our BRVM 
reaching the size of thousands of variables, exact inference in BNs is apparently infeasible. We apply a stochastic 
sampling method together with Monte-Carlo simulation, which is run on parallel virtual computers, for reaching 
evaluation results at our desired accuracy. MOEA is also used in our sensitivity analysis to find the optimal level of 
mission success and the impact level of each contributing force.
The proposed multi-method approach provides modelling and data collection structures that assist in making explicit 
the force structure, scenario parameters, and the DMs’ preferences. This significantly reduced the time-consuming 
elicitation process, and helped us to deliver the option evaluation results on time at a desired accuracy.
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1https://www1.defence.gov.au/strategy-policy/strategic-update-2020 (accessed 28 May 2021).
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1 Introduction

The 2020 Force Structure Plan (FSP) [Department of Defence 2020] sets out adjustments to Defence capability
investments and will provide options to deliver the new strategic objectives outlined in the 2020 Defence Strategic
Update to shape Australia’s strategic environment, deter actions against Australia’s interests, and if required, respond
with credible military force. This plan is developed and reviewed within a four year Defence Capability Assessment
Program (DCAP) cycle. The first two years of the cycle delivers an update to Defence on force structure in response
to changes in strategic circumstances and policy, while the full cycle delivers a revised FSP.
Interactions among the force structure components (Defence element, force package, operational effect and mission)
are defined by logical or physical links which complicate the evaluation of the dependability of these force structure
models. In addition, the different operational scenarios and threats present a challenge to decision makers (DMs) in
providing a clear answer to the problem of determining the value of proposed capability options2. These challenging
requirements have forced us to consider a novel approach that differs greatly from the previous FSP study [Peacock
et al. 2019].
This paper integrates various methodologies: Bayesian network (BN), multi-criteria decision making (MCDM),
Monte-Carlo simulation with parallel computing, and multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) to present
a Bayesian Reasoning Value Model (BRVM) and an analysis tool for evaluating Defence capability options. BN is
employed to establish a qualitative and quantitative representation of the relations between the variables of the model
considered and calculate standard values of uncertain capabilities (e.g. mission success, operation/force effectiveness,
etc.). MCDM is designed to combine the influence of multiple BN models built from different scenarios/missions.
With our BRVM reaching the size of thousands of variables, exact inference in BNs is infeasible. We apply a stochastic
sampling method together with Monte-Carlo simulation, which is run on parallel virtual computers, for reaching
evaluation results at our desired accuracy. MOEA is also used in our sensitivity analysis to find the optimal level of
mission success and the impact level of each contributing force.
In order to manage data collected from subject matter experts (SMEs) and to analyse a very large number of model
outputs from all possible contributing forces, a prototype tool of the FSP model, named Bayesian Network Analysis
Tool for Force Structure Plan (BNAT-FSP), has been developed to perform inferences over the BN, to evaluate the
current force structure, to examine proposed capability options using data analysis, visualisation and sensitivity
analysis techniques. The tool is ‘packaged’ with BN software SMILE (Structural Modelling, Inference, and Learning
Engine) [Druzdzel 1999], a built-in MCDM framework, and a Monte-Carlo experiment setting to allow required
calculations to be completely automated and results to be captured in both tabular and graphical forms.
The capability option evaluation is a continuation of the study on the BN modelling [Cao and Chau 2015; Nguyen and
Cao 2017; Nguyen and Cao 2019] and the development of its accompanied decision support tool [Nguyen, Cao, and
Chau 2016]. The work presented here represents a much larger-scale problem with a thousand BN nodes and links and
a decision support tool development for dealing with the evaluation accuracy when using stochastic sampling method
in BN inferences.

2 Defence capability options – Decision problem

Figure 1. Dependencies between model components

The purpose of an evaluation framework is to select
capability options at the desired operational effectiveness
so the required mission can be accomplished. The
measurement of each capability option is determined by
force structure/allocation that provides operational effects
for achieving various conditions and leading to required
mission success. It is therefore desirable to develop a
model to support upcoming decisions for prioritising the
capability options.

Let’s denote 𝐷𝐶
def
= {𝐷𝐶𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛} the set of 𝑛

decisive conditions (DCs) that allows commanders to
gain a marked advantage over an opponent or contribute
materially to achieve mission objectives [NATO 2010].
Force packages (FPs) represent a grouping of related
lower level capabilities (known as Defence Elements).
Each capability is assigned a level of operational readiness
2Capability options refer to proposed changes to capability (systems and/or personnel) that directly impact Defence Elements and Force Packages
in terms of availability and performance.
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and depends on the availability of trained personnel, the availability of major platforms, combat systems and supplies,
and the standard of collective training [Gaidow, Boey, and Egudo 2006]. A process for converting armed force
resources into fighting power is called operational effects (OEs) [Millett, Murray, and Watman 1986]. These OEs
will contribute and establish the required DCs3. We restrict attention to the following three effectiveness levels in our
proposed model: FP – OE – DC. We will name this proposed model in the next section as the BRVM. The dependencies
between model components are summarised in Figure 1.
The capability evaluation process can be divided into two steps: the first step is to take each capability option (CO) and
measure which FPs will be altered/enhanced from the status quo (‘do nothing’ option); and the second is to assess its
cascade effect from FPs to OEs and then DCs. In our illustrated example, we consider 200 options in a model structure
of 6 DCs, 13 OEs and 62 FPs; and have to prioritise these COs.
Let 𝑈𝑖𝑗 be the utility function of the DC accomplishment for 𝐷𝐶𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 when capability option 𝑂𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑚
is selected (i.e. fully funded). The prioritisation list of capability options is thus established based on the evaluation
results of {𝑈𝑖𝑗}, ∀𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛; ∀𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑚.

3 Capability option values – Hybrid evaluation model

We have observed and learned from the previous FSP study [Peacock et al. 2019] that using MCDM alone is not
applicable to our evaluation framework because the problem is large and complex, in particular containing a number
of uncertainty situations caused by incomplete or noisy information. Furthermore, it doesn’t model inter-dependencies
among DCs, OEs and FPs in the considered force structures. Decision making can be improved if the interrelations
among these elements are explicitly modelled and reasoned with rather than ignored by some unrealistic assumptions.

In order to define and evaluate a capability option value function, 𝑉𝑗
def
= 𝑓 (𝑈1𝑗, 𝑈2𝑗, … , 𝑈𝑛𝑗), we utilise both BN and

MCDM methodologies, and present a hybrid model for evaluating the operational impact of different capability
options. We first build a BN for the force structure (FP – OE – DC) model (hence named BRVM). The utility value of
the DC accomplishment {𝑈𝑖𝑗} is obtained by inferring from this BN.
A MCDM framework is then adopted to integrate the influence of various DC utilities 𝑈𝑖𝑗 and to finally calculate the
capability option value 𝑉𝑗. MCDM evaluates the influence of multiple criteria by calculating a utility value where each
criterion takes a certain weight. The pairwise comparison weighting method based on the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) [Saaty 1980] is used in this work and implemented in our decision support tool BNAT-FSP (Section 4).
The BN is a graphical model for conceptualising and quantifying uncertainty about the causal relationships between
variables and consists of

▶ a list of nodes representing random variables X
def
= {𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑘}

▶ a list of directed links expressing causal probabilistic relationships between the variables
▶ conditional probability tables (CPTs) {𝑃(𝑋𝑖|Π𝑖)} detailing the strength of causal relationship between the nodes,

where Π𝑖 ⊆ X ∖ {𝑋𝑖} is the parent node set of 𝑋𝑖.
Using Bayes’ theorem, the joint probability distribution in the BN can be calculated by the multiplication of the
conditional probabilities of all the nodes [Pearl 1988] and written as follow:

𝑝(𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑘) =
𝑘

∏
𝑖=1

𝑝(𝑋𝑖|Π𝑖). (1)

Establishment of the BN model requires three components: (1) build the network structure – set up the network nodes
and links; (2) determine the network parameters – populate the CPTs; and (3) carry out probability propagation –
network inference, i.e. calculating the probability of each node given evidences.
We have used the BN package GeNIe4 and SMILE [Druzdzel 1999] to create the force structure BRVM. GeNIe
provides a good graphical interface for designing and developing a network structure and also has various tools for
its CPTs to be populated. GeNIe allows modularity in large and complex systems such as BRVM by using the GeNIe
special node type ‘submodel’. The sub-model hosts sub-graphs of the entire graph and its structure can be examined
in separation from the entire model. All FP and OE nodes in the typical FP–OE–DC network5 shown in Figure 2 are
‘submodel’ types:

▶ FP sub-model produces probability to effectively achieve its assigned roles under various threats.
▶ OE sub-model produces probability to successfully conduct relevant operational tasks and create superior effects

that contribute to achieving DC objectives.
3DCs represent key phases or sections of a higher level mission and as such have their own set of objectives and requirements for specific OEs.
4http://support.bayesfusion.com/docs/ (accessed 9 October 2017).
5Note that the BN evaluation framework presented here do not represent an agreed or endorsed position by Defence.
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Figure 2. An illustrative example for modelling the force structure (FP–OE–DC) using BN

As our BRVM is large and complex with many interdependencies required at the OE levels, building models manually
with GeNIe is a time-consuming process. We have therefore used the SMILE package with our built-in tools for
creating BRVM [Knoll et al. 2021], while GeNIe is used for visualisation and final adjustment if needed.
The capability option value functions are then defined by additive multi-attribute utility functions [Keeney and Raiffa
1976] and expected utility functions [von Neumann and Morgenstern 1953]

𝑉𝑗
def
=

𝑛
∑
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖𝑈𝑖𝑗 , and 𝑈𝑖𝑗
def
=

𝑠
∑
𝑘=1

𝑝𝑘
𝑖𝑗𝑈𝑘

𝑖𝑗 , ∀𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑚 (2)

where
▶ there is 𝑠 number of states/outcomes for the ‘DC Eff’ node of DC 𝑖 and Option 𝑗;
▶ {𝑤𝑖 | ∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 = 1} is weighting constant sets derived from MCDM process;

▶ {𝑝𝑖𝑗
𝑘 | ∑𝑠

𝑘=1 𝑝𝑖𝑗
𝑘 = 1} is probability distribution for the ‘DC Eff’ node; and

▶ 𝑈𝑘
𝑖𝑗 is the utility value of DC 𝑖 and Option 𝑗 in State 𝑘, 𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑠.

Figure 3. BN properties displayed by GeNIe

In our illustrative example,
we show 4 options in a
model structure of 13 OEs
and 62 FPs. However, we
have tested in our work
with a larger number of
FPs and few hundred op-
tions by directly manipu-
lating the impact of each
option to the performance,
capacity and sustainment
nodes in the relevant FP
sub-models (see Figure 1). This feature is implemented in our decision support tool, BNAT, to deal with much bigger
BN models in reality. Notwithstanding this, the above BN has 343 ‘chance’ nodes (whose relationship with its par-
ents is probabilistic) with 103,296 independent parameters (representing probability of every combination of states of
model variables) to be elicited from subject matter experts (SMEs) for populating its CPTs (see BN information in
Figure 3). It is clearly infeasible to obtain all of the required data points individually. We thus apply the ACE (Appli-
cation for Conditional probability Elicitation) method proposed in Hassall et al. 2019 and also extend it to cover both
independent and dependent effects in our parameter elicitation process [Johns, Nguyen, and Galister 2021].
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4 Bayesian network analysis tool suite

We modify the BNAT [Nguyen 2020] developed for our previous land combat vehicle project [Nguyen and Cao 2019].
This application allows end-users to easily perform inferences over the BN as well as visualisation and comparison of
results. BNAT is a Microsoft Excel workbook ‘packaged’ with public software allowing the required calculations to
be completely automated and results to be captured in both tabular and graphical forms.

4.1 Cause-and-effect tracing

Documenting and linking possible explanations of the evaluation results to original collected data assists with the
transparency of the proposed framework and model. The cause-and-effect tracing function in BNAT allows us to
select any displayed result, and to track down and find its contributing factors with SMEs’ quantitative and qualitative
reasoning. One can see and compare quickly any issue between effective and allocated forces. Typical examples for a
low achievement of OEs is illustrated in Figure 4. In this illustrative example, ‘oe13_task1’, ‘oe13_task2’ and ‘oe4’
are the main cause for ‘oe13’ low effectiveness. However, the low effectiveness of ‘oe1’ appears to result from a high
threat with unsuitable forces. Detailed reasoning can be retrieved by looking at the original data captured from SMEs
and its CPT generation from the associated hyperlinks.

Figure 4. Force effectiveness versus force allocation/threat (for OE13 (left) and OE1 (right))

4.2 Sensitivity analysis

Figure 5. Typical FP sensitivity result

Two levels in our BRVM can be tested using BNAT
for its sensitivity to the DC accomplishment or
OE achievement by varying ‘FP Effectiveness’ or
its parents’ ‘Performance’ and ‘Availability’ from
±10% to ±60% with 10% increment. One can use
this analysis to determine an appropriate level of
investment in the required capability. For example,
there will be no benefit beyond a 40% increase in
FP8 effectiveness as shown in Figure 5. We can
also use the sensitivity analysis results to compile
a top 10 FPs of operational or force allocation
risk [Zuparic, Coutts, and Peacock 2021].

4.3 Multi-objective optimisation

Sensitivity allows us to see the impact of changes to a single FP on the force structure (Figure 5). This does not allow
us to consider the optimum configuration across multiple possible changes. Multi-objective optimisation using the
concept of Pareto optimality6 will find a combined impact of all force factors to achieve the required DC/OEs at its
‘best’ level. A MOEA framework [Hadka 2014] with the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) [Deb
et al. 2002] is deployed in the tool for finding optimal levels for each FP. Figure 6 shows us at least 7 ‘Pareto optimal’
possibilities for maximising the effectiveness of the considered DC, OE1, OE2, OE8, OE9 and OE137.

6A solution is said to be Pareto (non-dominated) when there is no other solution in the space which is better with regards to all decision variables.
7Data presented here is fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 6. Illustrative example of interactive force selection with MOEA

4.4 Capability option ranking

One of BNAT’s main functions is to produce the ranking of the proposed COs. Each CO will produce an
increased/decreased level of FP performance and availability. BNAT will then input these changes inside the BRVM
and carry out a BN inference again to get the probability distribution for the ‘DC Eff’ node. An AHP session with
senior SMEs is also organised to elicit the weights among the considered DCs and the CO value 𝑉𝑗 is finally calculated
(see Equation 2). We also compare 𝑉𝑗 and risk/impact factors for validating the correct behaviour of our BRVM (see
[Zuparic, Coutts, and Peacock 2021] for more detail).

4.5 Numerical experiments

Our BRVM is very large and complex, particularly in the OE sub-models. GeNIe and SMILE with the default
clustering (exact) algorithm [Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter 1988] fails to run a Bayesian inference on some nodes in
our BRVM. We thus switched to a stochastic sampling algorithm. One of the best available algorithms that is also
implemented in SMILE for discrete Bayesian networks, is the estimated posterior importance sampling (EPIS) [Yuan
and Druzdzel 2006]. The evaluation of each option was produced within a second on a PC i7-4770 CPU @ 3.4 GHz
with 16 GB of RAM using the default setting (1,000 generated samples). In order to obtain our desired accuracy in
our option prioritisation list, we applied Monte-Carlo simulation with 1000 replications at an increased sample size
of 1,000,000. Approximately 100 hours is needed to run with this setup. However, parallel computing on 10 virtual
machines reduced the execution time to less than 10 hours8 .

5 Conclusion

This paper illustrates an integration of BN, MCDM, MOEA and Monte-Carlo experiments for evaluating Defence
capability options.
The proposed multi-method approach provides modelling and data collection structures that assist in making explicit
the force structure, scenario parameters, and the DMs’ preferences. This significantly reduced the time-consuming
elicitation process, and helped us to deliver the option evaluation results on time at a desired accuracy. In addition,
a tool was provided for automating, documenting and verifying some of our evaluation processes. The BRVM and
BNAT-FSP tools allow a quick what-if capability, for example producing a sensitivity analysis on certain FPs from any
investment, or investigating the impact of various FP performance or availability changes on the required missions.
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